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We treat the relativistic propagation of  nucleons coupled to scalar- and vector-meson fields in a 
mean-field approximation.  The time-dependent Dirac and mean-meson-field  equations are solved 
numerically in three dimensions.  Collisions of  1668(300, 600, and  1200 MeVInucleon) +160 are 
studied for  various impact Parameters.  The results are compared  to other recent  theoretical  ap- 
proaches.  The calculations  predict spallation,  large transverse-momentum transfer, and positive- 
angle sidewards flow, in qualitative agreement with the data in this energy regime. 
PACS numbers: 25.70.Np, 24.10.-i 
The time-dependent Hartree-Fock  (TDHF)  theory 
is  the  most  widely  used  microscopic  description  of 
low-energy  heavy-ion  collisions.'  However,  for 
heavy-ion collisions at energies comparable to the nu- 
cleon mass, the TDHF method breaks dowm2 Thus a 
variety  of  semiclassical  models  have  been applied  to 
understand the collision phenomena, e.g., the cascade 
m0de1,~ nuclear  fluid  dynami~s,~  and  the  Vlasov- 
Uehling-Uhlenbeck  (VUU)  approach.'  However,  the 
cornplicated dynamics at these energies is still not very 
well understood on a microscopic level. 
In  this  Letter  we  employ  a  relativistic  field- 
theoietical  model  to  heavy-ion  reactions,  the  time- 
dependent  Dirac  equation  (TDDE)  with  mean- 
meson-field dynamics.  The model  has been success- 
fully  applied  to describe  static properties of  spherical 
nuclei  and  dense  nuclear   matte^.^,^  We  consider  a 
baryon field  (nucleon), a scalar-meson field  ((D),  and 
a vector-meson field  (V,)  interacting via  a Lorentz- 
invariant  local  Lagrangean  density  (in  units  with 
fi=c=l), 
conventions of Bjorken and ~rell.~  The parameters of 
the  Lagrangean,  Eq.  (I),  are  given  in  Ref.  6. 
Although  some nuclear  properties may be  dependent 
on modifications  and refinements of  this interactioq9 
it  represents a  reasonable starting point  for  studying 
the bulk and single-particle properties of nuclei. 
In the mean-field approximation the following equa- 
tions of  motion emerge from the Lagrangean  density, 
Eq. (1): 
The  gauge  and  continuity  equations  a,V,=O  and 
t3,(~\yy~~}  =0  are  used  to  obtain Eq.  (2~).  In  the 
3  = 3  free  Aean-field approximation the Eqs. (2b) and (2c) prop- 
nuckar + Y  "o"  ""'  -  gv'y  V  agate classical meson fields.  Equation  (2a)  is reduced 
where F„  =  3,  Vw  --  8,  V,.  We follow the notation and  to  an  equation  for  a  single-nucleon  wave  function 
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$,(t)  by  an expansion of  the baryon-field operator in 
a  complete  Set  of  time-dependent  states,  T(t) 
= I;,$,(  t)  a,,  where  a,  is  the annihilation  operator 
for a nucleon in the state a. Details relating  to these 
equations and  the  method  of  solution  will  be  given 
elsewhere.1° 
We represent the meson fields and the baryon wave 
functions on a three-dimensional  (24 x 24 X 24) mesh 
in both coordinate and momentum space, with a mesh 
spacing  of  0.5 fm in  coordinate  space.  Quantities  in 
momentum  space  are  obtained  by  means  of  a  fast 
Fourier transform method.  The numerical solution of 
Eqs.  (2) is carried out with a variable-order predictor- 
corrector,"  which permits larger time steps during the 
evolution (At -  $  fmlc) than in a previous work in 
one dimension.12  We employ  isospin-degenerate  nu- 
cleon  wave  functions  and  treat  the  spin  degrees  of 
freedom in the usual  four-component spinor formal- 
ism.  Thus  we  propagate  eight  independent  four- 
component wave functions for each 160  nucleus. 
We use the relativistic static Hartree wave functions 
for each of the 160  initial states.  The nuclei are locat- 
ed at  a separatlon distance of  10 fm from each other 
on the mesh, and are Lorentz boosted to the appropri- 
ate initial energy in the center-of-velocity frame.  The 
time evolution for the baryon wave functions is done 
with  a  fifth-order  predictor-corrector  in  momentum 
space and the meson equations are solved simultane- 
ously  by  Green's  functions  techniques.  With  the 
above mesh,  the momentum-space truncation  occurs 
at about 2 GeVlc.  As a test of  the accuracy of our nu- 
merical techniques we evaluate the total energy at each 
time step in the evolution, and note that it is constant 
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FIG.  1.  Countour  snapshots  of  the  coord~nate-space 
baryon  density  pa(x  =O,y,z,t), in  the scattering  plane  for 
160(600A  MeV,  b =  2  fm) +  160. The maximum density is 
0.29 fm-3 and is attained at 6 fmlc.  The values of the den- 
sity contours are as follows:  solid curve, 0.26 fn1-3; dashed 
curve, 0.10 fm-3; dot-dashed curve, 0.04 fm-3; large-dotted 
curve, 0.014 fm-3; and small-dotted curve, 0.005 fm-3. 
to  better  than  1  X lO-'.  We  have  also evaluated the 
gauge and continuity conditions at each point in  time 
to further guarantee the correctness of our solutions. 
We have studied with this TDDE approach collisions 
of  160(  E„, =  300, 600, and 1200 MeV/nucleon) +  160 
at  various  impact  Parameters.  The time evolution is 
followed until the expanding matter reaches the edges 
of the mesh.  We show in Fig. 1 the time evolution of 
the spatial baryon density for Elab  =  600 MeV/nucleon 
and  b =  2  fm.  The early-time behavior  in the TDDE 
approach is similar to that obtained by  use of nonrela- 
tivistic TDHF.  Subsequently, a compression Zone and 
sidewards flow develop  (between  t =  6 and 10 fml  C), 
after which the System proceeds to undergo spallation. 
This result can be contrasted with TDHF calculations 
at medium energies where projectilelike and targetlike 
fragments emerge after the reaction.  The sidewards 
flow observed in the present  approach resembles the 
large transverse-momentum  transfer  predicted by  nu- 
clear fluid dynamics4 and the VUU appr~ach.~ 
The  large  transverse-momentum  transfer  can  be 
Seen  directly  in Fig.  2,  which  shows-for  the  Same 
reaction as displayed in Fig. 1-the  corresponding time 
dependence of  the momentum-space projection  of the 
baryon  density.  It  is  evident  that  the  transverse- 
momentum  transfer  occurs  mainly  between  6.2  and 
9.1  fmlc:  The  momentum-space  distribution  has 
reached  its  asymptotic  value  by  then  and  does  not 
change during the subsequent expansion noted in Fig. 
1. 
It can be Seen that the mid rapidity  (center-of-mass) 
region  is  rather  weakly  populated  after  the collision; 
the population of  the zero-c.m.-momentum states be- 
k,,(fm-') 
FIG.  2.  The corresponding contours of  the mornentum- 
space baryon density, integrated over the component of the 
momentum  perpendicular  to  the  coliision  plane,  pB(x 
=  O,k,,,k„t).  The initial  beam  momentum is  along  the k, 
axis.  The values of the contours are solid lines, 0.90 fm-'; 
dashed lines, 0.34 fm-';  dot-dashed lines, 0.13 fm-';  large- 
dotted lines, 0.05 fm-';  and small-dotted lines, 0.02 fm-'. VOLUME  55, NUMBER  25  PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS  16 DECEMBER  1985 
Comes  more  complete  at  300  MeVInucleon  and  is 
even  less  pronounced  at  1200 MeVInucleon.  This 
partial filling of the zero-momentum states can be con- 
trasted  with  hydrodynamic  calculations4 and  VUU- 
equation  results5 where  complete  filling  of  the  mid 
rapidity  region  is  predicted.  Experiments13  with 
heavier systems at 400 and 800 MeVInucleon suggest 
that more particles do indeed fill the zero-momentum 
region  than predicted  by  our calculation.  The partial 
filling Seen in the present work could be a result of the 
particularly light system considered.  Since the interac- 
tion  time  is  shorter  for  the  light-mass  systems,  the 
damping of  the longitudinal  momenta via the scatter- 
ing is correspondingly  low.  We  have also performed 
VUU  calculations  and  observe,  in  contrast  to  the 
TDDE  results,  a  plateau  at  the  mid  rapidity  region 
even for the rather light system considered here. 
In  Fig.  3  we  show  the  longitudinal-momentum 
dependence  of  the  mean  transverse  momentum,  as 
projected  into the reaction  plane.s,14 The transverse- 
momentum transfer represents a sensitive measure of 
the sidewards flow.  The pronounced peak structure in 
the projectile and target rapidity regions is in qualita- 
tiver  agreement with  recent experimental results  ob- 
tained from a streamer chamber for the system Ar(1.8 
GeV/nucleon)+KCl  (Ref.  14)  and  plastic-ball-de- 
tector data for Nb(0.4 GeVInucleon) +Nb  (Ref.  13). 
FIG.  3.  The transverse  momentum  projected  into  the 
reaction plane and averaged over all perpendicular  momen- 
as a function of the longitudinal momentum,  k„  for 
:?e  "0 + 160  collision  at an energy  of  600 MeV/nucleon. 
The circles denote the b = 1-fm result and correspond to a 
mean flow  angle  of  9",  and the solid  Squares denote  the 
b =  2-fm result and correspond to a mean fiow angle of 16". 
The stars present  the results of the corresponding VUU cal- 
culation  with  a  stiff  nuclear  equation  of  state,  K=380 
MeV/nucleon, which has been shown to best reproduce the 
experimental data on pion production, flow angular distribu- 
tions,  and  transverse-momentum  distributions  in  heavier 
systems (Ref. 5). 
TDDE calculations for these heavier systems would be 
highly desirable at this point to allow for a quantitative 
comparison with these data.  However, about 100 h of 
central-processing-unit  time  have  been  spent  on  an 
IBM  3083  processor  for  the  calculations  presented 
above and the time required increases as the Square of 
A . 
In order to get a feeling for the significance of  the 
absolute  magnitude  of  the  transverse-momentum 
transfer predicted in the TDDE approach, we have cal- 
culated ky vs k,  for the above 0+0  system in a variety 
of  other  current  models:  We  used  the  Standard 
nonrelativistic  TDHF  model"  and  the  recently 
presented  three-dimensional  Vlasov-equation  solu- 
ti01-1,~  which is the classical analog to TDHF.  We find 
that  ky  is compatible with Zero  (within the numerical 
uncertainties)  for  both  approaches,  even  if  a  stiff 
compression potential is used.  Also our cascade calcu- 
lations  result  in  very  small  transverse  momenta 
py(pz), in  accord  with  the  results  for  heavier  sys- 
tem~.~,'~  Finite  transverse-momentum  transfers  are 
predicted  by  the VUU  approachs and it  has recently 
been  showns  that  the  absolute  magnitude  of  the 
transverse  momenta  is  linearly  proportional  to  the 
stiffness  of  the  nuclear  compression  potential.  The 
results of the VUU calculation with a stiff compression 
potential  (K  =  380 MeW5 are shown in Fig. 3 (stars) 
for the present system to allow for a direct comparison 
to  our  TDDE results  (with  K =  550  M~v~,~).  The 
momentum transfers predicted by  the TDDE approach 
presented here do indeed exceed the VUU results con- 
siderably.  A detailed study of  the influence of  the in- 
compressibility  in  the  TDDE  approach  is  presently 
under way.1° 
It is interesting to note how the collective flow arises 
in  the  present  mean-field  theory.  We  find  that  the 
scalar and vector  mean  fields develop  strong  out-of- 
phase  oscillations  in  space  and  time,  soon  after  the 
maximum  compression  point.  The  corresponding 
large change in field energy is, of Course, compensated 
elsewhere  and  the  total  energy  remains  conserved. 
The nucleons are deflected by  these oscillations in the 
fields, giving rise to the sidewards flow. 
We have computed relativistic collisions of  160  +  160 
in a relativistic mean-field model with scalar and vec- 
tor  mesons  coupled  to  a  baryon  field.  The  TDDE 
results show spallation  and collective  sidewards flow, 
in agreement with the general features of  the experi- 
mental data in the gigaelectronvolt-per-nucleon bom- 
barding-energy  range.  In  contrast  to  these  data  our 
calculations yield significantly fewer spallated nucleons 
near  mid  rapidity.  The meson  fields  develop  strong 
oscillations  which  cause  the  transverse-momentum 
transfer  and  the  breakup.  These  results  raise  a 
number of  interesting  theoretical questions:  The in- 
clusion  of  nonlinear  terms for  the  W field  and other PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 
mesons7 could strongly influence the flow properties; 
explicit two-nucleon interaction terms which are omit- 
ted in the mean-field approximation may play an im- 
portant  role  in understanding  heavy-ion collisions  at 
relativistic energies. 
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